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This thesis starts out with a brief description of gas turbine engines and
information on railroad locomotives being the gas-turbine electric locomotives with some
comparison of the diesel-electric locomotives in the introduction. Section 1.1 is the
research problem looking at the older gas turbine electric locomotives in the 1950’s that
ran on the rail and the problems they suffered. In section 1.2 titled the purpose of the
study takes a look at newer gas turbine locomotives that were being consider or has
been built with improvements since the 1950’s. The objective of the study being section
1.3 looks at the advantages of new gas turbines engines. Section 1.4 titled the research
questions discusses better materials and methods of gas turbine engines. Chapter 2 is
the literature review looking at the fuel oil specifications being number 4, number 5, and
number 6. This chapter also talks about the use of distillates, types of distillates,
composition of distillates, specifications for distillates, residual fuel oil and fuel oil quality
dealing with the firing of gas turbine engines. Section 2.3 of chapter 2 being titled power
generation looks at power plant gas-turbine engines and the power they produce.
Chapter 3, titled the proposed methodology looks at setting up an experiment using a
gas-turbine engine and a diesel-electric engine to compare the advantages of along
with the disadvantages. Section 3.1 is titled data collected, within this section is
discussion on the data collected from the experiment and improvements that could be
made to the gas turbine engines. The end of chapter 3, section 3.2 titled data analyzing,
i

talks about possible the results collected, calculations done, improvements made and
rerunning another experiment with the improvements made. Chapter 4 discuss the
types of materials using in building the compressor and turbine blades. Last, but not
least is chapter 5 which discusses the actual experiment using the gas turbine simulator
for aircrafts and how to apply it to the railroad locomotives. After the conclusion which
discusses the results, is the appendix a being gas tables, appendix b being trial run 1
and appendix c being trial run 2.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A gas turbine is a type of constant or continuous combustion, internal combustion
engine. The three main parts or elements to this machine which are the upstream
rotating gas compressor, the downstream turbine that is on the same shaft and the
combustion chamber that is called a combustor. This combustor is in between the
rotating gas compressor and the downstream turbine.
A Gas-Turbine Electric Locomotive uses a turbo-electric drivetrain in which a
turboshaft engine drives an electrical generator or alternator by way of a system of
gears. The electrical output is shared to power the traction motors that drive the
locomotive. In overall terms, the system is very similar to a conventional diesel-electric,
with the large diesel engine replaced with a smaller gas turbine of similar power. The
American Locomotive Company and General Electric built the first Gas-Turbine Electric
Locomotive in November 1948 which was numbered 101 and run on a low cost cheap
grade Bunker C fuel oil as it was called [1]. This locomotive had 4,500 horsepower built
for dual service and was double-ended cabs of a streamlined design [1]. Many lessons
were learned from running this locomotive along with changes made while in service.
The Union Pacific Railroad would order 10 more with improvements learn from the first
locomotive they ran. The rear cab was discontinued along with a change of interior
components location permitted an increase in fuel capacity. Other changes that were
made was to help upgrade the servicing conditions. No other improvement was made
that affected the operation of the turbine motor itself. The Union Pacific Railroad like
these Big Blows as they are referred to so much that they order a second set or class
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from G.E. [1]. The second set that was numbered 61 through 75 included many
improvements gained as the result of both experience on the road from part of the first
set that was numbered 51 through 56 [1]. Some of the improvement were made
because of advancements in engineering. This was the removing of side filters because
the air intake was moved to the roof of the locomotives. It also had improvements made
to the oil filter system along with no longer needing to run the turbine at full power while
going downhill because the dynamic brake, which obtained its excitation current from
the auxiliary generator, alleviated this.

Figure 1 Air flow diagram of the 4,500-horsepower gas turbine engine out of a
locomotive. Exhaust gases expelled through the roof aperture at velocity of 150 m.p.h.,
850° F with volume of 150,000 cubic feet. [1]
A third class of gas-turbine electric locomotives were built. This locomotive was different
from the demonstrator and the two sets of 4,500 horsepower gas-turbine electric
locomotive [1]. The major different was the horsepower rating which was increase to
8,500 horsepower and design simplification. The 8,500 horsepower GTEL had two sets
of three axle trucks referred to as C trucks [1]. The C-C method running gear eliminated
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the span bolster trucks used in earlier units, provided a better traction motor ventilating
system and improved maintenance accessibility [1].

Figure 2 Cutaway side view of the 4,500-horsepower gas turbine electric locomotive
shows the layout of the interior equipment while showing the exterior layout of 7,200gallon fuel formed structural base, carbody rested on two span bolters containing two
four-wheel powered trucks.[1]
Chapter 1.1
The Research Problem
When analyzing the performance and prosperity of the gas-turbine electric
locomotives, the usual comparison is with the diesel locomotive of the day [1]. They
compared favorably on paper of the early years of operation [1]. These gas turbines
accommodated either 4,500 horsepower or 8,500 horsepower in one locomotive as
compared to a multiple unit diesel [1]. The gas turbine had only one large moving part,
the shaft with the turbine buckets. Because of this, the turbine was mechanically much
simpler than the diesel engine that has many moving parts such as pistons, connecting
rods and valves. This had advantages in servicing and maintenance because of the
fewer components’ parts. According to author T. R. Lee, “In terms of locomotive length,
both classes of turbines produced over 50 horsepower per foot as compared with 30
horsepower for a diesel locomotive of the 1950’s. The turbine power plant weighed less
than half as much per horsepower as a locomotive type diesel engine of that period.
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Due to the smooth rotating motion of the turbine and compressor, one of the
outstanding features of gas turbine operation was the absence of the vibration so
characteristic with reciprocating diesel engine” [1]. The problems that lead to ending the
career of gas-turbine power on the Union Pacific Railroad was the changing fuel
situation which was by 1969, the Bunker “C” oil, a one-time surplus of the petroleum
industry, now was no longer available as a low-cost fuel [1]. Another problem with the
gas turbine electric locomotives is there is no idle mode. It is either full speed of the
turbine or off. When a locomotive had to sit in a siding or wait for traffic to clear to
continue forward, the turbine was running at full power burning up a lot of fuel. This
made the turbine less economic as compared to the diesel-electric locomotive which
could idle at slow speeds or when stopped.
Chapter 1.2
The Purpose of the Study
Since the days of 1950’s, gas-turbine motors have come a long way with
improvement of materials used for the blades and the setup of these motors has
improve with ways of capturing the exhaust. It is put through many stages before
sending it back through the turbine to reuse the exhaust gases. While airplanes have
made these improvements, which make them run more efficient, there has not been any
improvements of railroad locomotives for there is no railroad locomotives using gasturbine motors to power them and those that have been built were shut down due to a
lawsuit. According to the article of Rail People, “Amtrak and Bombardier are in a nasty
legal battle over the trouble-plagued Acela Express high-speed electric train recently
introduced on the northeast corridor linking Boston, New York and Washington [2].
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There has been a rash of train delays and breakdowns with Acela, the first high-speed
train service in North America. Amtrak ordered 18 from Bombardier and its French
partner Alstom, and 15 have been delivered. Although the train is popular thanks to its
speed and comfort, Amtrak has vowed never to buy another” [2]. I want to take the
improvements made to the airplanes to apply it to the old gas-turbine electric
locomotives and find out the result of these improvements.
Chapter 1.3
The Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study are to collect information on the performance of the
changes made to the newer gas turbine engines, both that have been done in real life
and the simulation model. Look at the results of the model along with documents on
newer turbine motor to see what advantages the newer gas turbine motors have. In
addition, to look at how those advantages can serve the rail transportation industry.
Then see what can be done to make the gas turbine more favorable for rail
transportation use.
Chapter 1.4
The Research Questions
•

Are companies using better materials to build the turbine blades?

•

What new designs are being used to build the turbine blades and new processes

being used to create them?
•

Which processes can be added after going through the first turbine blades to

improve the efficiency of the turbine motor?
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•

What application can be used for the prediction of gas turbine combustor flow

fields?
To answer the first two questions, I will give a brief introduction of knowledge on
the blades. This information comes from a book titled Modern gas turbine systems High
efficiency, low emission, fuel flexible power generation being Edited by Peter Jansohn.
Turbine parts, especially first stage blades, are exposed to high thermal and mechanical
loading during operation, and to high thermo-mechanical loading during start-up and
shut-down of the gas turbine. High heat transfer at thin-walled blades results in high
base material temperature. In the case of thermal barrier coating spallation, the metallic
bond coat has to protect the thin-walled blade against environmental attack at elevated
temperatures.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW MATERIALS
One of the areas that gas turbine engine can be improved is in the type of
materials they are made from. Over the years, there has been new materials and
improved designs in the blades of the compressor and the turbine. They also use
different type of materials to improve the performance of the engine. A book titled
Modern gas turbine systems, High efficiency, low emission, fuel flexible power
generation edited by Peter Jansohn talk about alloys for turbine blading which is in
chapter 9.2.2. The blades in the compressor and turbine go through 25,000 to 80,000
hours of service with multiple loadings that include high temperatures, vibrations due to
expanding combustion gas and the centrifugal force of about 10,000 g[3]. The high
temperature can be 700 to 900 degree Celsius (1,292 to 1,652 °F) which is what led to
failure being creep, fatigue, oxidation and corrosion, but do to nickel-base (Ni-base)
superalloys that change[3]. Superalloys are design to continue on or exist in the
conditions describe above. These alloys use nickel-base (Ni-base) alloys which inured
or hardened with intermetallic 𝛾 phase on a basis of Ni3Al (40-70 vol-%) and carbides
and borides along grain boundaries. Superalloys usually hold ten or more alloying
components, assemble according to their functions into three categories:
1.

Solid solution elements (Co, Cr, W, Mo, Re) are elements

predominantly present in the austenitic 𝛾 matrix. W, Mo, Re are effective
solid solution strengtheners due to their large atomic diameter: the main
role of Cr is to provide corrosion and oxidation resistance through the
formation of dense oxide scale; Co, being a minor matrix strengthener,
7

stabilize 𝛾′ phase and increase 𝛾′ solvus temperature. These elements
also replace Ni atoms in 𝛾′ phase lattice with a similar strengthening
effect.
2.

Gamma prime formers (Al, Ti, Ta, Nb, Hf) form an intermetallic 𝛾′

phase, replacing Al and, due to larger atomic diameter, strengthening this
phase.
3.

Grain boundary strengtheners (C, B, and Zr, Hf, Ti, Ta Nb) form

stable carbides and borides along grain boundaries[3].
The three categories above have been successfully installed in the gas turbine
throughout the course of the last 50 years because of the special properties of the 𝛾′
phase. Within the specified limits of 1,112°F (600°C) to almost 1,472°F (800°C) the
toughness of 𝛾′ phase becomes greater, meanwhile the bulk of materials lose their
toughness. Once the temperature raised above that the strength or toughness slightly
reduced, but toward the desired action or solutioning temperature, it stays higher than
that of the smaller elements or matrix[3]. The 𝛾′ phase has a crystallographic lattice
meaning an arrangement of atoms in crystalline solids or the symmetrical threedimensional arrangement of atoms inside a crystal, coherent being logical and
consistent with that of the matrix. An example of the Nickel base (Ni) alloys was being
used in the combustor parts for industrial gas turbines (GTs), such as burner or liner,
are large, thick-wall components, which are casted or welded Nickel (Ni) or Cobalt (Co)
base alloys. Another example of the nickel base (Ni) alloys being coatings is the first
stages of the turbine blading which are made out of the Ni-base superalloys, cast as a
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single crystal, directionally solidified or polycrystalline microstructure[3]. Also used on
top of the base material (BM), a layer of MCrAIY which stand for coating composition
with M (=Ni and/ or Co, Cr, Al, Y plus other minor elements) is applied by vacuum
plasma (VPS) or low pressure (LPPS) as a protective coating[3].
Another material and design change are the directionally solidified and single
crystal technology. In present-day Industrial Gas Turbines (IGTs) and Turbine Inlet
Temperature (TIT) 2,372°F (1,300°C), efficiency specifications restricted the quantity of
the compressor air accessible for cooling, and the wear time or life goal for highly
loaded front stage components are 25,000 to 50,000 hours at metal temperature above
1,652°F (900°C) [3]. To fulfill these specifications, present-day Industrial Gas Turbines
make use of evolved cooling plan of action, thermal barrier ceramic coatings, and use
directionally solidified along with single crystal blades and vanes. An example of the
single crystal with improvements started with trials on diffusion welding of two single
crystal (SX) blade halves with open cooling configuration which was being done in the
1970. The problem with that process of the days was the lack of adequate nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques and the very high precision specifications for
joining the parts[3]. Since those days, advancements of NDT methods and the
application of transient liquid phase (TLP) brazing allowed to manufactured of at least
prototypes of very heavy blades with complex cooling structures[3]. The transient liquid
phase (TLP) brazing, providing more flexibility to connection or joining process, usually
results in equiaxed or eutectic cellular structures[3].
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW FUELS
There are a few different types of fuels that a gas turbine engine can run on. To
give the reader a background of the fuel types, I have included these pages from the
book titled Fuel Oil Manual by Paul F. Schmidt. As there are many types of burners and
combustion equipment used in different operations, from blast furnaces to small hotwater heaters, the need for various grades of fuel oil is apparent. Fuel oils are
separated within five grades.
In order to hang onto the different grades on a constant essence, the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) has adopted five basic grades, classify as
Numbers 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. The five basic grades comes with many differences or
variations within each grade, while still having the five original grade numbers are kept.
The fuel oil grade number 4 and 5 are split among light and heavy. The oil’s thickness
tells which subsidiary it is classed.
Table 1 lists the restrictions of the specifications for the different grades. The
different refineries along with suppliers do not always conform to the high specification
restrictions, but have agreed to those specifications. In Generally, the consumer is
getting higher quality fuel oils than is allowable. From time to time the written
descriptions or specifications change owing to environmental requirements, refining
methods or break down processes, and optimal or ultimate use.
The information in Table 1 are used to figure out which grade an oil is to be
classed. These descriptions or identifications are mandatory wide-ranging because of
the many variations in fuel oils. The evaluations used to set up the requirements will be
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described in later chapters. The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) has
created and standardized procedures along with plans for evaluating the various
properties of oils. These normal tests are used in petroleum laboratories as steady
testing methods.
The individual grades of fuel oils are outline to show the oils available. A full
comprehensive analysis of these grades is outline throughout the wording in the book.
Table 1. Detailed Requirement for Fuel Oils (Adapted from [4])
No. 4 (Light)

No. 4

No. 5 (Light)

No. 5 (Heavy)

No. 6

Grade
Description

Preheating not
usually
required for
handling or
burning

Preheating
not usually
required for
handling or
burning

Preheating may
be required
depending on
climate and
equipment

Preheating may be
required for burning
and, in cold climates
may be required for
handing

Preheating required for
handling and burning

Specific
gravity,
60/60°F
(deg,API),
max
Flash point, °C
(°f) min
Pour point, °C
(°f) max
Kinematic
viscosity,
mm2/s (cSt)d
At 38°C
(100°F) min

0.8762g
(30 max)
38 (100)
-6c (20)

…
55 (130)
-6c (20)

…
55 (130)
…

…
55 (130)
…

…
60 (140)
…

2.0
5.8
…
…
…
…

5.8
26.4f
5.5
24.0f
…
…

>26.4
65f
>24.0
58f
…
…

>65
194f
>58
168f
(42)
(81)

…
…
…
>92
638f

(32.6)
(45)

(45)
(125)

(>125)
(300)

(>300)

(>900)
(9000)

…
…

…
…

…
…

(23)
(40)

(>45)
(300)

…
…
…
…
…
0.05

…
…
…
…
…
0.10

…
…
…
…
…
0.15

…
…
…
…
…
0.15

…
…
…
…
…
…

…

…

…

…

…

(0.50)e

(0.50)e

(1.00)e

(1.00)e

(2.00)e

max
At 40°C
(104°F) min
max
At 50°C
(122°F) min
max
Saybolt
Viscosityd
Universal at
38°C (100°F)
min
max
Furol at 50°C
(122°F)
min
max
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Distillation
temperature,
°C (°F)
10% point
man
90% point
min
max
Sulfur content,
mass, max
Corrosion
copper strip,
max
Sulfated ask,
% mass. max
Carbon
residue, 10%
b;
% m,
max
Water and
sediment, %
vol,
max

Due to the different configurations, fuel oil number 4 could be titled a mixture
product being a combination of a distillate and a residual. The book has laid out a more
in dept conversation which is added below.
The oil grade does not need to be heated due to its faster flow rate, but has
limited service. The number 4 fuel oil are primary used in small boilers in schools and
apartment structures, constructing furnaces, low-temperature installations, and
functions where the equipment does not deal with the thick oils like number 5 and
number 6.
Light oil number 4 was a distillate oil considering its low viscosity. Regular oil
number 4 can be any of the supporting types:
1. A concentrated oil, either not cracked or cracked.
2. Unique cuts or components from the crude oil, but a refinery rarely creates
this quality of oil due to its small sales quantities.
12

3. crediting to many differences in refining functions, a light, off description
material can sometimes be sought for this quality.
4. The established process of creating this grade is by mixing residual with
distillate. Relying on the thickness of the residual, the proportion of
distillate employed can range from 50 to 80%. The controlling element in
the identifications is the thickness, which has a range from 45 to 125
seconds, Saybolt Universal Viscosity (SUV) at 100°F (39°C), or 5.8 to 26.4
cSt Kinematic[4].
5. Recovered lubricating oils are applied with small amounts. The types of
oils are normally crankcase clear outs from vehicles being cutting, rapid
cooling, and modified oils, along with particles of this nature. The
discipline was discussed more in dept in Chapter 20.
Table 2 displays the differences in Number 4 examinations and types.

Table 2. Number 4 Fuel Oil Analyses (Adapted from [4])

Sample Types
(Blend)
A (residual & distillate)
B (residual & Distillate)
C (catalytically cracked
distillate)
D (cracked & straight-run
distillate)
E (Reclaimed lubricating
oil)

Gravity
American
Petroleum
Institute
18
24
29

Viscosity
100°F (38°C)
SSU
cSt

Conradson
Carbon
Ramsbottom
(%)
Carbon
(%)

89
110
37

18
23
3.3

4.50
6.00
0.010

3.75
5.00
0.010

33

38

3.6

0.014

0.010

28

80

16

0.500

0.45
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Even though number 5 and number 6 fuel oils also have changing
characteristics, number 4 differences are more important due to its employment in
compact engines or motors and installations.
Number 5 fuel oil is rarely made in a refinery. It is usually created by mixing
number 6 residual with concentrated oils to join established thickness identifications.
Number 5 light fuel oil has low thickness for employment with combustors that
have no preheat, while number 5 heavy fuel oil with a higher thickness mandate
adequate preheat at the combustor to reduce the viscosity for official atomization.
Relying on the residual thickness, it takes from 20 to 45 percent of concentration
to acquire an optimum viscosity within the number 5 fuel oil range. When mixing with
concentrations, the mixture oil’s features are caused by particularly the gravity, which
becomes higher, and thus less British thermal unit per gallon[4].
The number 5 oils are employed in small installations with average rates of
usage. The price of number 5 alters, while it is consistently higher than number 6 and
fluctuating from 3 to 13 percent higher. Since the handling specifications of number 5
fuel oil are barely less challenging than those for number 6 oil, all the details of the
employment of number 5 oil should be examined and assess when differentiated it with
the lower-priced and higher thermal energy content number 6 oil.
Caution should be used with number 4 and number 5 oils when not using
preheaters have adequately low viscosity in the laboratory test temperature of 100°F
(38°C), but the temperature in cold or non-heated storage tanks especially with above
ground tanks will drop 30°F to 40°F (19°C to 21°C) below the test center result
temperatures. The results of that is high viscosity when the oil arrived at the burner with
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no warm up becomes poor atomization. For more information on the temperature and
viscosity differences, go to Chapter 7 of the Fuel Oil Manual book. The flow speed is
slow because the oil starts to stiffen and setting above the pour point. Chapter 12
should be reviewed for more information on the subject. When the combustor or burner
has no warm up, those two elements should be faithfully reviewed when examining a
fuel oil.
The number 6 fuel oil is commonly referred to as Bunker C and residual has the
appearance of black, thick, sticky, semi-liquid material at room temperature. This thick,
adhesive state was because largely to it viscosity, but occasionally to the flow point.
This outcome is the remainder from the crude oil after the light weight oils being
gasoline, naphtha, kerosene, and concentrated oils are removed at room temperature
and pressure. Even with all that being done, the refinery can still attain more lightweight
materials that are the biggest money producers being the remainder called reduced
crude, is additionally handled by several techniques.
The optimum employment of residual or leftover oil was in numerous occurrence
reliant on costs. It may be mixed straight to heavy weight fuel oil like in the form of
asphalt, or billed to other refining sections, such as coking or processing units with the
purpose to reduce amount of residual oil (visbreaking) for the refining of other goods,
especially light weight concentrates. Being a very thick, slow flowing oil, number 6 fuel
oil is restricted to business and manufacturing or industrial use where adequate heat is
accessible to make fluidity oil for pumping and burning.
With the diversity of refining procedures, numerous kinds of crude oils, and
substantial mixing to create number 6 fuel oil will have changing examinations. In the
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bulk occurrences, these differences will still allow the oil to drop inside the grade
constraints as displayed in Table 1. Regrettably, these descriptions with their wide
range of rates can cause complications. These differences will be visible in both
national and overseas refined oils, and will enhance as increased foreign crude oils are
manufactured in the United States.
The fuels needed to fire gas turbine motors are important to my research. The
fuel used for gas turbine motors are treated or refined from cruel oils. Paul F. Schmidt’s
Fuel Oil Manual, Chapter 15: “Fuel Oil Distillates,” is important to my research because
it talks about heavier fuel oil grades, being number 4, 5 and 6 that are used to power the
gas turbine. Petroleum Fuel Oil Distillates meaning concentrated oils are described as
being effectively treated or vaporized at temperatures of 650 to 700°F (343 to 371°C)
while held at atmospheric pressure[4]. The heavy weight grades of fuel oils being
number 4, 5, and 6, require higher heat to vaporize. Distillates or concentrates are liquid
enough to flow like water at standard temperatures which is near 70°F (21°C), while the
heavy weight grades develop into sticky, adhesive and will hardly flow at this
temperature[4].
The capacity and reserve of concentrates will differ a considerable deal which
are control by the supply and demand of gasoline, left over fuel oils and by the climate.
Modern refining procedures which are about 40 percent of a barrel of crude oil finished
up as concentrate. Distillate or concentrate oils are split into two grades that are number
1 and number 2. Grade number 1 houses an inflammable distillate oil for use in
combustors that arrange the fuel for burning simple by vaporization and grade number 2
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incorporate the fairly volatile distillate oils for use in combustors that arrange the fuel for
burning by a merger of vaporization and atomization.
Both grades of concentrate are used in different insertions and equipment being
houses or local heating, small businesses-heating installations as in housing
accommodation, diesel motors, production of metal (forging) and smelting furnaces,
crop drying, air conditioning, and jet motors.
The modern-day number 2 concentrate oils are created by two refining
procedures being the straight-run, meaning no cracking and catalytic cracking
processes as summarized in Chapter 3 of the book titled Fuel Oil Manual. A third
process being thermal cracking which builds a concentrate, no longer sells as fuel oil,
however used by refineries as charging stock to different cracking units. The number 1
distillate or concentrate fuel oil will be talked about individually.
From the start, straight-run or non-cracked distillates were the only ones
accessible. Because of the surge in request for additional and greater gasoline, the
catalytic cracking procedure was created which seriously changed the supply picture.
The straight-run concentrates or distillates were prefect in creating a high demand for
this catalytic cracking process, and generated a shortage in this type of distillate. The
refiner, then cracked the residual oils to generate additional demand. As an outcome of
events, more straight-run distillate became accessible, distinctly for use in diesel
motors.
For ideal efficiency, the type of distillate employed is reliant on the equipment,
however, a person can use more than one type in many cases[4]. An example of that is
straight-run concentrate can be employed for all national heating equipment along with
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diesel motors while the cracked distillates are not as efficient in diesel motors. For
industrial and business installations like the process of firing and shaping metal along
with smelting furnaces, cracked distillates work really well for the reason of the largesize burners and larger combustion chambers. According to the Fuel Oil Manual Book,
small combustor nozzles and combustion chambers need an additional easily burnable
oil, like the straight-run type. The pure catalytically cracked concentrate is regularly
employed as number 4 fuel oil, since it is better quality to most mixed oils. The bulk of
today’s oils retailed for nearly all kinds of installations are mixtures of the two
concentrates in varying quantity.
With changes in refinery procedures, the outcome was transformations in the
composition and character of the fuel oil concentrates. The quality of straight-run oils is
reliant on the primary crude oil, while the increase in the rate of chemical reaction
induced by unchanged chemically at the end of the reaction of cracked distillates are
reliant on the type of some what refine crude oil used. Again, those are linked to the
crude oil and the procedure employed to manufacture the charging stock.
The crucial variance joining catalytically cracked and straight-run distillates is an
elevated fragrance or a lower paraffinic (a waxy crystalline flammable substance
acquired from concentrate of crude oil) content. This is produced by the removal of
hydrogen from a chemical compound in the course of cracking of the paraffinic and
naphthenic compounds. The olefinic content, being a synthetic element derived from an
alkene, of the cracked oils is vaguely more compare to that of the straight-run distillates.
The third type of distillate or concentrate manufactured being thermally cracked oil and
has an exceedingly higher olefinic along with a fragrance ratio than is establish in either
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the straight-run or catalytically cracked oils is no longer marketed today. The thermic
cracked oils endure easy oxidation causing acids and sludge to form. In today’s refining
procedures, the thermic cracked oils are mainly employed as charging stocks to
different cracking units.
The variation in their chemical hydrocarbon make up influence the burning of the
concentrates to a sizeable degree with local or national like home heating oils compared
to with commercial or industrial oils.
Table 1 was adapted to this thesis has detailed essentials for fuel oils which can
be found in chapter 4 of Fuel Oil Manual Book. The table 1 lists requirements that are
widely sufficient to allow nearly all the straight-run and cracked concentrates to drop
within the shown ranges.
Table 32 can be found on page 130 of the book and will assist in the
comprehension of the differences along with comparisons among identifications of the
two basic distillate kinds and mixtures constructed from these types[4]. Additional
concentrate identifications can be found in chapter 4 of the Fuel Oil Manual Book.
Residual oils are not like distillate oil where there is no one test to regulate the
proper employment or efficiency of a concentrate oil. There is an easy rule for choosing
the proper kind of concentrate which is the smaller and add delicate to the equipment or
installation, the lighter or more inflammable the oil will be. A light weight oil is figured out
by high American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity, low carbon-to-hydrogen fraction, low
start boiling point, and low finish point.
The portion of the different kinds of hydrocarbons held will change connecting the
straight-run and catalytically cracked oils. This variance in chemical make-up affects the
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carbon-to-hydrogen ratio allowing easier combustion with less oxygen while producing
less smoke and soot. The carbon-to-hydrogen fraction of sample A is 6.65 and sample
B is 7.41 is in table 32 of the book titled Fuel Oil Manual on page 130.
The thickness and slow flow of these distillates is usually adequate to cause no
problems even with gravity-feed combustors. The maximum viscosity is 38 SSU at
100°F (38°C), as stated by the standard specifications in table 1 found both in this
thesis, an adapted version and the original version found in chapter 4 of the book[4].
The gravity of a concentrate is not in itself a positive evidence of its burning
grade, however it is helpful in many of other ways. From the gravity along with the kinds
of oil, British thermal units (Btu) content, carbon remains, and carbon-to-hydrogen ratio
can be figured out[4]. The subject is talked about in chapter 5 of the book, on gravity, for
further information.
One of the greater principal variations between a straight-run concentrate and a
cracked one is the British thermal units (Btu) per gallon. As the cracked oil has the
lighter weight, it will have considerably more heat release capacity in British thermal
units. Table 32 from the book Fuel Oil Manual displays how the variation becomes
remarkable when magnify by a huge number of gallons [4].
That same book titled Fuel Oil Manual has a chapter that addresses issues with
dealing with the fuel oil treatments. Chapter 19 which is titled “Fuel Oil Treatments”
starts out with additives being used to treat various fuel. Fascination in fuel oil additives
has enlarged immensely in the past few years. A lot of customers were questioning as
to the worth of these treatments when these substances were initial announced and
countless are still in disbelief. Like anything else in life, there are good additives and
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bad additives. Some consumers protest they have no value, while other customers are
completely pleased. Surrounded by the causes for disappointment have been
inadequate time for the materials to work, techniques of employment, and lack of
knowledge of the kind of contaminants that can be eliminated. This has led the subject
treatments to become fully debatable for years to come.
Fuel oil grades number 4, 5, and 6, cause problems from the development of
sludge, but was tolerated due to the fact it is out of the question and impractical to
eliminate the conditions.
The circumstance causing sludge can be minimized, stopped, and even
abolished with the right conditions by adding fuel oil additives.
A lot of people are mainly focused on the treatments from the perspective of the
applied results and benefits available in their employment. With that said, people should
have greater comprehension of the fuel oil treatments, an understanding of the fuel oil’s
specifications, composition, peculiarities, behavior, and proper storage and handling
procedures will be beneficial. This is especially significant in today’s world with the
difference of fuel oils processed by the countless refiners and current refining
techniques.
A great deal of the information conducting with the use of fuel oil treatments in
remaining oils is uniformly applicable to concentrate oils and later to come in chapter 19
will be a more complete conversation of the course material. The chemical make-up of
these treatments for residual and concentrate oils is rarely the same, because the
issues are different. The require for an additive is not as sizable for concentrates as for
the heavy weight kinds of fuel oil.
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The surged demand for concentrate oils for diesel fuels, furnace oils, and
charging stock to increase supply of gasoline means that the refiner must always obtain
it from the remaining oil. Present day refining operations turn out a remaining fuel oil
that is several times heavier in viscosity compared to once resulted from the straight-run
procedure and mild thermal cracking.
The product of leftover oil from a barrel of crude oil has dropped from the
beginning 42% to about 9% currently. The leftover oil has been compressed moreover
all the time ensuing in reduced quality and a heavy weight oil. All the improvements of
technology advances have been headed to expand and idealize all petroleum products
except leftover oils.
The grade of fuel oil is hard to explain what may be acceptable for one customer
is unfitting for another. Refineries changed the grade and state of many heavy fuel oils
that are created before they are ultimately burned should be held in the minds of many
people. This is mainly expected to the handling, employment, operation, and kind of
equipment employed.
Since the arrival of petroleum refining, the refining operations are now different.
There are many differences in the leftovers oils today crediting to the methods of
refining and mixing that produce difficulties for the customer and equipment industrialist.
In the beginning, the refineries did not expose the residual oils to very high
temperatures and pressures in turn, their make-up was not overly changed. To produce
the residuals today, they are exposed to very high temperatures and pressures
requiring a reaction call cracking. This cracking generates large chemical differences in
the hydrocarbon makeup of a residual oil.
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Of the numerous reactions generated by cracking, there are two in which people
are mainly focused on starting with:
1. A chemical reaction that transforms light fluids into heavier fluids. This effort is
achieved by heat, pressure, or catalyst. In the cracking of an oil, the particles or
molecule of oil is broken apart generating both light weight and heavy weight
molecules. These molecules then return only except in a larger ratio than earlier.
Sadly, that generates hydrocarbons or chemical mixtures that are much heavier,
or are of a much higher thickness, developing in various characteristics.
2. The next reaction generates heavier liquid compounds while continuing to produce
solid material. The solids give credit to the high viscosity or stability of the oil, either
last in suspension or hover in the body of the fluid oil until it eventually settle out[4].
The remaining oil leaving from the refining towers is a very thick, and sticky
material which creates a problem to handle. Bulk remaining oils today run about 5,000
to 10,000 seconds at 100°F (38°C), Saybolt Universal: compared to 300 to 1,500
seconds ahead of the arrival of high cracking[4]. Excluding steel mill employ as openhearth fuel, employed in ship fueling, and use in some sizable installations, this high
viscosity is unfitting.
For the previous purposes, the high viscosity of these leftover oil should thus be
decreased. This is achieved through “cutting” with light oils[4]. The leftover oil may be
mixed with such oils as straight-run, thermally and catalytically cracked concentrate,
kerosene, or crude oils[4]. Regularly, the cutter stocks are the materials in surplus at the
refinery. Nearly all leftover (residual) oils are mixed. At the time the so-called straight
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number 6 residual oil is often mixed. This is mandatory in order to make easier in the
handling.
Naturally, the heavier the residual, the more the procedure of purifying a fluid by
consecutive evaporation and condensation it takes to cut it. Earlier on when the
viscosity of the heavy oil was low, only a little blending was required. Occasionally, 5 to
10 percent was all the light oil required to guide it to an acceptable viscosity[4]. The
modern-day oils made it required to add 20 to 40 percent light oil to produce a usable
product, and this is where the problems began[4]. While mixing residuals will narrow or
decrease the viscosity, it will also often create an unstable mix.
This mixing of residual oils with concentrate or light oils introduce two difficulties:
1. When the residual begins to be much thinned, solid mixtures made by
cracking and present in suspension are indissoluble or non-mixable with
the light oils. This produces the solids to discharge much more simply and
faster, crediting to the lighter viscosity of the mix. The residuals also have
the trend to become viscous, shaping into big particles of solids. The
bigger the particle dimensions, the quicker the settling will be.
2. When the residual is mixed, the liquidly, high-molecular-heavyweight
mixtures currently in the residual may be indissoluble in the mixing
distillate. This separates solids from the liquid oil, and this reaction is
regularly called “organic precipitation”[4].
These two kinds of insolvable solid materials, or particles, falling out of the fluidly
oil, discharge to the tank bottom to appear as sludge[4].
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The fuel oil distillates and fuel oil treatment were added to this thesis to give the
reader a back ground in processes of fuels being the number 4, 5 and 6 oils, mainly the
number 6, but some books refer to number 5 oil as being the Bunker ‘C’ fuel oil,
because that is used in gas turbine motors to fire them. Gas turbine motors were also
supplied with diesel fuel to power them. In chapter 26 of the Fuel Oil Manual book, it
gives more information on this subject.
Diesel Fuel Oils are nearly linked to heating oils and a lot of times, the same oils
are provided along with employed both in diesel engines and for heating reasons. This
is not uncommon and is ideally sufficient in a lot of occasion. Consequently, a
conversation limited directly to the kinds and grades of diesel fuel oils with trials and
descriptions along with their significance is included in the book.
The diesel motor’s capability to burn just about any fuel is its biggest strength.
The burning and combustion traits of the numerous diesel fuels change greatly, which
averts any one specific engine from financially and efficiently burning all kinds of fuel
oils without some changes. Obviously, there should be one fuel that the motor can
employ very efficiently. Although, to make a unique fuel for a distinct motor would soar
fuel prices, along with cheap quality fuel require expand motor maintenance and need
larger fuel usage, all developing in higher operating charges. Hence, nearly all diesel
motors are created and constructed that they are achievable of employing a wide range
and variation of diesel fuel oils.
Table 44 from the book displays the restricted proportion, temperatures, and
factors for three grades. Contrasting these diesel oils with the oils in table 1 of the thesis
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or chapter 4 of the book, a similarity will be illustrious to those of standard fuel oils. In a
lot of cases the diesel fuel oils are the same, or there is only a small change.
There are no descriptions for the heavy diesel oils like the leftovers, as their
essentials are limited to a unique kinds of diesel engine being slow speed type and to
the directions of the manufacturer.
The kind and grade of diesel fuel oil employed is relying on a lot of factors. The
main ones are kind of injection system being bore and stroke of motor along with
rotation speed. Other factors are external equipment such as heating and filtering
provision wanted for the proper handling of the oils along with extremes of temperature,
being hot or cold, and operating conditions as in below-ground mines. A manufacturer’s
direction occasionally varies from those in table 44 of the book, crediting to a particular
operating situation, and then it is jointly agreed upon between the supplier and
customer.
The verification of a fitting diesel fuel oil is in the performance of the motor. Test
trial will result in the ultimate choice of a fuel oil, while the investigation has shown the
rate is below others.
The description for diesel fuel oils are quite wide for the engines are used in
many types of environments caused a large varying characteristics of diesel fuels.
Because of the difficult essence of diesel fuels and the varying present refining
processes along with the number of crude oils employed in the refineries, limiting
specifications would tend to drop the accessibility and increase the cost of the fuels.
Choices of the most economical fuel is reliant on a lot of changeable to include
operating conditions, fuel accessibility, and fuel price. Thus, it is best to take the
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manufacturers’ endorsement descriptions and have the oil supplier issue a diesel fuel
inside their limits. Remember that great fuels are not always overpriced.
Most of the fuel oils, whether employed to create heat under a boiler, or power a
diesel engine, have the same results and descriptions. They are filed here with a short
statement on each.
The gravity is incidentally related to motor performance. A lower gravity fuel
raises power production and lowers fuel usage.
The cloud point which is the temperature at which a fluid being a petroleum oil
begins to cloud or vaporize as from the separation of wax on cooling should be below
the lowest operating temperature at which the motor will operate so that the filter will not
become clogged with wax crystals.
The pour point or flow traits of concentrate diesel oils carry the same relationship
to that of burning or heating fuel oils. This description must be at least 10°F (5.6°C)
under the lowest operating temperature of the motor.
The flash point or spontaneous ignition is the principal to safe-handling of the
fuel, while having no effect on engine operation, exclude if it is extremely low and this is
not common.
Ash is the primary cause for engine deposits and extreme wear requiring low ash
substance as possible for a diesel fuel.
Sulfur can be linked to engine corrosion especially at low temperatures and with
non-continuous operation. Engine manufacturers normally suggest low sulfur oils to
solve this problem requesting a 0.75 percent maximum content.
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Carbon remains is linked to the amount of deposits found inside the engine. The
bigger the carbon remains of the diesel fuel oil, the greater there will be the amount of
carbonaceous engine deposits.
Concentrate diesel oil with low initial boiling point can produce smoking, while
oils of high distillate range or volatility can produce engine deposits and high fuel usage.
The perfect low temp vaporizable is required to allow complete vaporization and clean
burning, resulting in low leftover deposits.
The thickness of a diesel fuel, whether a concentrate or leftover type, is of most
importance. This description must be correctly managed for sufficient fuel pumping, fuel
atomization, and injector operation. It also includes fuel-spray penetration and
lubrication of the fuel pump along with injector nozzles.
Concentrate or distillate diesel oils need to have lubricating quality to keep tight
contoured parts being the fuel pump and injectors from sticking.
The trial results and descriptions apply to all fuel oils while the three
specifications are relevant only to diesel fuel oils being number 1 and number 2
distillates. The specifications are aniline point, diesel index, and cetane number which
are related to the calculated Cetane Index.
The aniline point is the lowest temperature for absolute solubility of equivalent
volumes of aniline and the distillate specimen under test. The compound is heated until
the elements are completely soluble. This mixture is then cooled at which point the
temperature reach the aniline and distillate to separate being the aniline point.
Aniline is a non-color fluid that is heavier than water. It is a good dissolving agent
while very toxic and can be readily absorbed through the skin. Aniline is made from
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benzene and is the beginning substance in numerous chemical procedures. Aniline has
a chosen dissolving action on petroleum hydrocarbons. Aromatic hydrocarbons are
additional solvable in aniline than are naphthenic and paraffinic hydrocarbons,
especially as the temperature dropped. The aniline point gives an approximate of the
ignition quality along with the type of hydrocarbons present in the oil, but does not at
first indicate an oil’s performance in a diesel engine.
High aniline point displays paraffinic hydrocarbons of which the biggest
percentage are existing in straight-run oils, and are greatly desired in diesel fuel oils.
Low aniline point indicates a bigger percentage of aromatic or naphthenic
hydrocarbons, which are undesirable and can be discovered in cracked oils. That is to
say, the higher the aniline point, the greater the diesel oil.
Normally, the American Petroleum Institute (API) gravity of a concentrate oil will
display some relation to the aniline point. A low-gravity oil, designating a cracked oil or a
mix of a big percentage of cracked with some straight-run oil, do have a low aniline
point. A high-gravity oil displays a straight-run oil or a mix of straight-run with a little
percentage of cracked, and do have a high aniline point.
A fascinating relationship between the gravity and aniline point of varying kinds of
concentrate oils is shown in table 3 of this thesis.
The diesel index is a calculated numeral or element used to grade diesel fuel
oils. It was named, “the poor man’s cetane number.” Both gradings have almost the
same importance. Even though the diesel index numeral is no longer a formal ASTM
analysis, it is often listed in diesel oil descriptions. The greater the diesel index number,
the superior the diesel fuel.
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A measure of the ignition or flame quality of a diesel fuel calculated from a
formula involving the gravity or weight of the fuel and its aniline point or the temperature
at which the two phases separate out is the definition of diesel index. The equation for
calculating the diesel index is list below in this thesis
Equation 1: API gravity x aniline point (°F) = diesel index
100
While the cetane number is the accurate description for a diesel oil, the diesel
index number is often substituted, and it is 1 through 5 numbers higher than the cetane
numeral. Testing the cetane number requires costly equipment, but the diesel index is
effortlessly calculated.

Table 3 Gravity, aniline point (miscible), & diesel index number of various
distillate oils (Adapted from [4])

Type of Oil
Thermally cracked distillate
Recycle cracked distillate
Catalytically cracked distillate
Catalytically cracked and straight-run
Catalytically cracked and straight-run
Straight-run distillate

Gravity
14.5
27.0
28.1
34.6
37.1
38.1

Aniline Point
°F(°C)
110 (43)
112 (44)
122 (50)
140 (60)
148 (64)
166 (74)

Diesel Index
Number
16
30
34
48
55
63

Table 3 graphically displays the gravity, aniline point, and diesel index link
between eight separate distillate oils.
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The cetane number can be seen in figure 3 was employed to exhibit the ignition
quality of a diesel fuel. It is the ratio by volume of usual cetane being the 100 cetane
number in a mixture with heptamethylnonane being the 15 cetane number that was
same as the ignition quality of the test fuel. This grade of a diesel oil is the greatest key
specification in the assessment of the fuel. It can be contrast to the octane rating of
gasoline.
In a diesel engine, the fuel is compressed until the air is hot enough to burn it,
where as in a gasoline engine employs spark ignition to exploded the fuel. In the
gasoline engine, combustion is instantaneous, while in the diesel engine, it is a timeconsuming process. Diesel engines have fuel injected into the combustion chamber and
ignition does not occur immediately. The time gap between the fuel injection along with
its self-ignition is called the ignition delay period. This delay period depends on a lot of
variables being the fuel, the motor, its construction, and on the operating conditions.
When the delay become too long, the engine will then be hard to start, resulting in
accumulated fuel that ignite causing the rate of energy release to be so great that it runs
rough or has diesel knock. However, if the delay is short, the engine will run smoothly.
These equations are used in calculated Cetane Index and they come from the book
titled Fuel Oil Manual by Paul F. Schmidt which is in figure 16 on page 223.
Equation 2: Calculated CI = -420.34 + 0.016 G2 + 0.192 G log M + 65.01 (log M)2
Equation 3: Correction for Mid B. Pt. = 1.19 X 6 =7.14
Equation 4: Correction Mid B. Pt. = 550°F + 7.14 =557.14
Equation 5: Calc. Cetane Index (Nomograph) = 48.5
Equation 6: Calc. Cetane Index (Formula) =48.52
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Figure 3. Calculated Cetane Index [4]
The next question the reader might ask them self, is what if you do not have No. 5 or
No. 6 Fuel Oils or diesel fuel to power your gas turbine motor with. A book titled Applied
Combustion, second edition by Eugene L. Keating has an answer for that. In chapter
12, section 5 is a section titled Gas Turbine Engine Fuel Alternatives which goes into
details to discuss this issue.
Synthetic fluid fuels extracted from coal, shale oil, and tar sands have serve as
lasting fuel substitutes for the crude oil-derived gas turbine fuels currently being
employed. Alcohol fuels being most likely methanol will also find some future use in land
and or marine gas turbine engines. Trading out for an alcohol fuel in a distinct
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hydrocarbon distillate fueled combustor would result in greater fuel usage and may
partially degrade the gas turbine engine. Alcohol fuel traits as well as combustion
characteristics of alcohols, for an example being viscosity, latent heat of vaporization,
specific heats, flame speed, and flammability limits, does not prevent seeking
modifications for optimizing use of alcohol fuels in improved combustor ideas for
specific applications. Water dissolvable of alcohol would seriously affect its use in a
marine environment. Aircraft employment would be tough since the constanttemperature boiling properties of alcohols.
Gas turbine arrangements have been developed that burn solid fuels like coal
and wood. Methods for burning solid fuels involve straight combustion, slurry
combustion, fluidized bed combustion, and indirect combustion. Chapter 6 in a book
titled Applied Combustion outlines these combustion methods as they apply to coal fired
steam generating systems. One problem needed to be solved is the fuel-engine
interface issues of gas turbine combustors for burning solid fuels like pulverized coal.
Coal powder is different than most of the solid fuel equipment outlined in chapter 6
which is introduced into high-pressure and high gas flow rate operating authority of the
gas turbine environment. Observe that some of the solid fuel would need to totally burn
during the short time it stays within the combustor in order to verify no tar depositing
arises during solid fuel result gas expansion through the hot turbine division.
Chapter 8 explained the mechanics of scientific knowledge for the gasification of
coal. Successful scientific knowledge that created clean energy from coal fired
gasification will provide an employable fuel resource for gas turbines assisting electric
power generation-distribution systems. Burning solid fuels individually and employing
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heat exchangers rather than using customary or improved combustor components to
transfer released energy to the gas turbine airstream might develop a means of
protecting the turbine divisions from damaging solid combustion products types.
Aeroderivative was a light weight variant of a gas turbine. This machinery that
burns high grade kerosene gas-turbine fuels was originally presented into the marine
world of industrial and stationary power generation fields. Greater application of
improved aeroderivative gas turbine technology by the stationary power generating
industry employing systems having the ability of cleanly burning low emission natural
gas, heavy oil, and coal resources, along with supplied benefits beyond simply
increasing peak load. Special land-based burner-fuel combinations supply
increasing fuel alternatives operation, increasing utility power result, increasing thermic
efficiencies, increasing plant flexibility and operability, along with increasing flexibility in
design.
Figure 4 shows achievable arrangements of advanced gas turbine technology
founded on use of fuel alternatives. In one combined cycle arrangement a steam
generator being the Fluidized Bed Combustion (FBC) coal combustor creates a gas
product that can be used as gas turbine fuel for firing in the gas turbine department of
the combined plant. In another integrated cycle difference, a gas turbine burning a clean
fuel being natural gas can use the turbine exhaust gas with additional firing as the heat
source in the heat recovery boiler department of a combined plant.
Hydrogen’s traits as a future lasting fuel resource are studied in chapter 8 of the
book. Some properties make hydrogen an appealing candidate as a lasting aviation fuel
replacement which include: considerably larger clearly defined energy than kerosene
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fuels, atomization and vaporization are not required when burned as a gas, good heat
sink to help cool engine parts when stored as a liquid, wide combusting range and fast
flame speeds, which are both compatible with small combustor diagrams, no presence
of carbon decreases radiant heat loss, smoke, soot, and particles[5]. Also included in
that list is no formation of carbon, carbon dioxide, unburned hydrocarbons, absence of
eroding or corroding containments, and no carbon buildup on critical engine
components[5].

Remember that any of the suggested alternative along with synthetic turbine
fuels, and any of their needed system modifications would still be required to meet the
same performance and environmental conditions authorized that present fuels must
meet [5].

Figure 4. Gas turbine diagram and power system [5]
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Chapter 12.5 mentions chapter 6 which talks about combustion techniques of
coal and other solid fuels that apply to coal fired steam generating systems. To give the
reader a closer look at chapter 6, I will include parts of it as well.
Any public engineering foundation in combustion along with in addition to
introducing fundamentals of thermochemistry should assess some specific fuel science
topics including energy properties of different important fuel resources. Numerous
causes come to thought for choosing solid fuels as the first fuel science subject studied
in this book along with including the historical role the solid fuel coal took part in the
birth of the Industrial Revolution. The other causes are the relevance today solid fuels
take part in industrial heat and power generation along with established pollution issues
associated with solid fuel combustion. To add to that solid fuel resources along with coal
have become usable in the future as raw material for making varying synthetic liquid
and gaseous fuels.
A remarkable quantity of information has been written and published that
addresses varying subjects linking to solid fuels including the beginnings, the worlds
supplying, as well as the possible environmental impact and economics of rising use of
coal. This conversation will concentrate mainly on those specific engineering subjects
that are relevant to industrial combustion-generated power or heat transfer applications.
The next material will be restricted thus to taking into account technical aspects of solid
fuels along with the combustion machinery required to burn these selected reactants,
and their common emissions properties and pollution control.
The bulk of naturally occurring solid fuel resources are mainly hydrocarbonbased compounds. The important solid phase element in the fuels is carbon. From table
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B.1 in Appendix B of the book titled Applied Combustion, the heat of combustion of solid
carbon is establish to equal

Equation 7:
̅ c= 393,804 kJ/kgmole (169,307 Btu/lbmole)
Δ𝐻

(6.1)

or
Equation 8:
Δ Hc= 32,817 kJ/kg carbon (14,109 Btu/lbm)

(6.2)

The heating usefulness of hydrocarbon-solid fuels must be about 32,800 kJ/kg fuel
(14,110 Btu/lbm).
Difficult solid fuel resources like coal can change in their local material and
energy characteristics. The energy produced by coal acquire from different mine
locations will be noticeably incompatible from the perfect heat of combustion for carbon.
The actual method for figuring out the real heating value of a specific solid or liquid fuel
source employs the use of a constant-volume reaction vessel and this can be seen in
figure 5.
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Figure 5 Constant-volume oxygen bomb calorimetry diagram [5]

The outcomes are acquired by deducing the energy released from the total combustion
of a sample of source material inside the vessel. The experimental methods used to
figure out the heat of combustion are based on fundamentals of calorimetry. In order to
verify accurate measurements of energy in a fuel specimen, the bomb calorimetry
needs the use of common methods being those confirmed by the American Society for
Testing Materials (ASTM), expert calibration, and reproducible operation with the
facilities.
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A reaction vessel holding a fuel and surplus pure oxygen mixture is submerged in
a water bath originally at ambient conditions referring to standard temperature and
pressure (STP) being temperature of 25°C. Energy discharged by the full combustion of
the reactants within the vessel is absorbed by the encircle water bath which produce the
water temperature in the jacket to increase. By burning a pure compound with a familiar
heating value like benzoic acid that has a thermic reaction, or a water equivalence of
the equipment can be established from the heat given off by the calibration sample.
After adjusting the unit, any fuel specimen that releases about the same total energy
would also affect the water jacket temperature to increase approximately the same, and
by employing the water equivalence, the fuel heating value can thus be figured out.
Employing a constant-volume oxygen bomb calorimeter, heating values of solid and
definite fluid fuels can be experimentally calculated using Equation 9 as
Equation 9: HV =WΔT -E1 – E2 -E3 -E4
m

(6.3)

Below is a key for what the different variables represent:
Equation 10: W = water equivalent, kJ/°C (Btu/°F)
Equation 11: ΔT = temperature rise, °C (°F)
E1 = rectification for heat of formation of nitric acid, E2 = rectification for heat of
formation of sulfuric acid, E3 = rectification for combustion of gelatin capsule (used with
fluid fuel testing), E4 = rectification for heat of combustion of firing wire, M = weight of
fuel specimen, kg (lbm), HV = heat value of fuel, kJ/kg (Btu/lbm)
Precision needs mass measurement of the fuel specimen to within ± 0.002°C.
Combustion of premeasured fuel and surplus of pure oxygen is achieved by current
flowing through an ignition wire. Some corrections are added in Equation 9 (6.3) to
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account for irrelevant experimental factors such as energy given off by burning any
ignition wire and energy connected with the formation of any nitric and or sulfuric acid.
Laboratory mistakes can appear because of unacceptable fuel sizing or contamination
with impurities during provision. Remember that to guarantee equal water equivalents,
adjustment and experimental runs require that fuel specimen weight be carefully
overseen. Laboratory errors are caused by unsuitable ignition for instance from an
inadequate ignition current, misalignment or grounding of the ignition wire, and
insufficient oxygen for full combustion. Lack of standard adjustment or testing can result
in inaccurate water equivalence and or predicted heating value.
The bulk of natural solid fuels exist in the environment as compounded organic
chemicals and mineral compounds that have gone through varying degrees of aging
and chemical conversion. Solid hydrocarbon fuel materials starting with wood through
coal are actually vegetation in various stages of decay and consist mainly of carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, moisture, sulfur, carbon monoxide and methane, along with ethane,
sulfuric acid, tars, and ammonia.
Description of the correct energy characteristics of these solid fuels would require
a full knowledge of all components expressed in terms of each element mass fraction,
for example of an ultimate analysis. Frequently for engineering consideration a nearly
accurate or fixed carbon analysis is adequate to define the fuel’s combustion
characteristics shown as a fixed carbon, C, analysis or
Equation 12: %C= 100% - %moisture - % volatiles - % ash
Condensation is water trapped within a fuel specimen. Volatiles are components
that evaporate during low-temperature heating of the fuel, while ash is man-made
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mineral impurity or residue left when a fuel has been fully burned. The fixed carbon is a
coke-like leftover fuel material left after water vapor, volatiles, and ash are taken out.
This last part of section 6.2 having the molecule make-up of the different solid
fuel helps with the understanding of the combustion processes which take place in
many types of motors including the turbine motor. An idea to improve the efficiency of
the turbine motor was to use the exhaust gases to heat a boiler that would convert
steam to electricity.
It is important for the reader to have a back ground on specification for number 4,
5, and 6 fuel oils along with the alternate fuels which are used to fire the gas turbine
motors and the chemical makeup for the combustion process. The reader should know
these terms as well, being uses of distillates, types of distillates, composition of
distillates, specifications for distillates, and residual fuel oil along with the “cracking”
reactions. Knowing these terms or information being viscosity, blending residuals,
blending problems helps in understanding what type of fuels are best for various gas
turbine motors. Diesel Fuel Oils and specifications for diesel fuel oils is also important
for in some of the first gas turbine engines, these fuels were used to fire them. Now that
you have a back ground and understanding of the types of fuels, it is time to move onto
the types of gas turbine systems. This book will help with that. A book titled Modern gas
turbine systems High efficiency, low emission, fuel flexible power generation edited by
Peter Jansohn has a chapter 2.2 called Gas turbine types by application.
Gas turbine engines are used in the transportation sector being land, sea and air
applications of commercial, along with military purposes. The mechanical power result
for such gas turbine products ranges from a few 10 to 100 kilowatts that is for use in
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passenger cars being the Volvo of 1992, multiple 10 megawatts for use in jet engines
and ship propulsion[3].
The results at the low-power scope of microturbines are employed in stationary
equipment for joint heat and power (CHP) systems for apartment house, community
heating networks, and hotel resorts[3]. Also included in that list is campgrounds and
farming along with greenhouses[3].
However, CHP systems are well liked in plants in the low megawatts thermal
range being maximum up to around 100 megawatts thermal for local and or regional
heating networks and for consolidated solutions in industrial processes like paper mills,
refineries, chemical industries, and so on. This require remarkable amounts of heat in
the configuration of steam and or hot water for their operation. Only in astonishing
cases do such networks contain huge scale gas turbines even in the multiple hundredmegawatt range[3].
The territory of gas turbine products with 5 to 50 MW mechanical shaft power
output is mainly now called aeroderivative turbine systems, which are small changes of
individual aero-engine designs accurately adjusted to more rugged stationary
operational employments. The industrial gas turbine category is a popular drive for fluidmechanical machines such as pumps, compressors of along gas and or oil pipelines
and large blower or fans in industrial production plants[3]. The aeroderivative gas
turbine designs grant themselves primarily to changes of the simple cycle gas turbine
configuration towards more experienced being higher efficiency system arrangements.
This would include compressor inter-cooling and or exhaust heat recuperation. To learn
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more on the details of thermodynamics of advanced cycles, go to chapter 3 of the
books[3].
Electric power generation established on gas turbine systems covers the full
range of output from the kilowatt of single simple cycle machine to the gigawatt scale of
multi-turbine arrangement in an incorporated cycle plant[3]. While the smaller dimension
gas turbine arrangement below 10 megawatts are mostly operated in a simple cycle
configuration, this one is using an added of a bottoming steam cycle which makes use
of the gas turbine exhaust heat for additional electricity generation. This is the most
universal set-up for large scale plants of more than 100 megawatts. Todays combined
cycle arrangement do provide world record electric efficiencies of beyond 60 percent.
The high efficiencies also benefit from increased production and lowered costs effects
that come about with single gas turbine unit sizes on the order of 300 megawatts.
Gas turbine established procedures for electric power generation cross the whole
dimension range from a few 10 kilowatts microturbines to multiple hundred megawatts
for large combined cycle power plants which is large heavy-duty gas turbine
manufacturers. The biggest power output for a single unit gas turbine engine only
extends close to 400 megawatts which makes a combined cycle plant size well past 500
megawatts. Due to appealing increasing production and lowering costs effects, the socalled 2-in-1 plant arrangement being the exhaust gas heat from two gas turbines is
guided into one bottoming steam cycle and steam turbine are fairly popular and deliver
up to almost 1 gigawatt.
The electric efficiency accomplished with such big power plants has now
exceeded the 60 percent spot. All major original equipment manufacturers like GE,
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Siemens, Mitsubishi, and Alstom of such large turbine engines have announced 60 plus
percent efficiency levels with their latest products. That is only with one of the original
equipment manufacturers having it already demonstrate and certified by an independent
company [3].
There are many different theses out there, but very few on the topic I am doing.
One example of a thesis that touches the topic is Improving Efficiency in the SIUC
Campus Chilled Water System Using Exergy Analysis, where the turbine is use to
power a shaft, but in this thesis, it does not talk about or conduct experiments to
improve the turbine motor. A technical paper that does relate to my thesis and works to
improve the turbine efficiency is titled A Recuperated Gas Turbine Incorporating
External Heat Sources in the Combined Gas-Steam Cycle. Within this technical paper
or journal is an article titled Recuperated Gas Turbine Process and Efficiency
Definitions, that came from a website titled Double-Jet Ejection of Cooling Air for
Improved Film Cooling, which says “A simplified gas turbine process without heat
recuperation (a simple cycle) and with heat recuperation, both with an internal source
(exhaust gases from a turbine), as well as with an external source, is shown on the
entropy diagram”, of figure 6.
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Figure 6. Gas turbine process for entropy diagram [4]

As can be seen in Fig. 6, an introduction of heat recuperation in the gas turbine process
brings about (on the assumption of the constant cycle pressure ratio
Equation 13: 𝜋=p2 /p1, and the constant temperature ratio
Equation 14: Θ=T3 /T0):
• a decrease in fuel consumption of the gas turbine owing to an increased air
temperature upstream the combustion chamber in comparison with a simple cycle
• a decrease in the gas turbine power resulting from additional flow resistance in air and
gas paths leading to a decrease in the turbine pressure ratio
Equation 15: 𝜋𝑇 = (1 − 𝜀)𝜋;
• an increase in the turbine exhaust gas temperature (T4RZ>T4, T4RW>T4).
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It can also be seen in figure 6 that as against the recovery of the turbine exhaust
gases, the recuperation with outside heat sources to preheat the compressed air before
the combustor permit one to employ fully the exhaust gases in the bottoming steam
cycle with a steam turbine. In such a combined gas and steam procedure with two
diverse heat origins as fuel energy and process waste heat, the effectiveness of electric
power production must be sufficiently defined, specifically
• gas turbine fuel efficiency, acknowledge as the effective thermal efficiency on the
generator clamps
Equation 16: (1)
• incorporate gas and steam cycle fuel efficiency
Equation 17: (2)
• final thermal efficiency of the energy [3].
Equation18: (3)
when in the energy system besides gas and steam turbines, the gas expansion turbines
being expanders are used, and the Qdot p variable is the total waste heat output from
the industrial process[6]. This journal has information on improving the efficiency of gas
turbine while using the exhaust gases most like what I am proposing to use to improve a
railroad locomotive. However, instead of using graphs and charts, I will be using a
simulator to show the results of making changes to the gas turbine motor [7].
Another importance in the simulator is the change in blade design, but before you
can change the design you need to understand how the basics of blade cooling works in
a turbine. A book titled, Modern gas turbine systems High efficiency, low emission, fuel
flexible power generation by Peter Jansohn has a section that does just that. As you
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burn fuel, an engine is going to expand and a gas turbine does that too. As it goes
through the expansion process, it is supposed to be adiabatic, where no heat enters the
system or leaves the system. The section of the book being 3.6, Basics of blade
cooling, points out it is completely restricting to accept as true, considering the turbine
inlet temperature levels currently used in commercial gas turbines, which are several
hundred degrees higher than the maximum temperature that metal alloys can stand.
Technological restriction would be too great for the metal of the nozzles and blades, if it
was not for the cooling technology to prevent the maximum metal temperature. The
turbine inlet temperature has a minimal of three exact meaning and is of great
significance to understand. First is the combustor outlet temperature or COT, being the
temperature produced within combustion area in front of or before first nozzle of the gas
turbine. Manufacturers will not provide a data sheet for the outlet temperature of a gas
turbine even though the turbine inlet temperature is identical to the COT while the
turbine is adiabatic. Second, which is significant in nearly all cycle calculations and
simulations, and is the COT lowered by the mixing of the gases exiting the combustor
with the cooling air of the first nozzle, is the first rotor inlet stagnation temperature, the
turbine inlet temperature (TIT). Third is the ISO turbine inlet temperature (TITISO) which
is describe as the temperature acquired following mixing the gases exiting the
combustor with the overall nozzle and blade cooling flowrate. Allowing air to flow inside
the nozzles and blades is the usual way to cool high temperature nozzles and blades by
draining air from the compressor at the discharge temperature which is normally lower
than 350°C. The cooling air is combined with the hot gases once passing through the
blades. The thermodynamics operation is totally difficult to understand due to the non-
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adiabatic expansion and combining involves a full understanding of the turbine
arrangement in series and the heat transfer properties of the blades and nozzles.
A simplified calculation can be carried out by concluding the cooled turbine as a series
of adiabatic expansions accompanied by mixing of colder air with the hot gases.
A cooled expansion is conceptually worse than a process occurs without
transferring heat or mass between a thermodynamic system and its surroundings being
an adiabatic one. It is not accurate to compare a cooled expansion turbine along with an
adiabatic turbine with the same inlet temperature. This is because it would be pointless
to cool a turbine from temperatures where an adiabatic turbine would be operated
cautiously and, at the same time. It would be out of the question to use an adiabatic
turbine at temperatures where cooling is required.
Thus, when differentiate an adiabatic turbine with a turbine inlet temperature
(TIT) of 900°C with a cooled turbine with an inlet temperature of 1500°C, it is clear that
the particular work and efficiency of the cooled turbine will be much larger than that of
the adiabatic turbine.
Learning the process of the gas turbine, it is clear that the successful
transformations have primarily been in the components, and only in one case being in
the thermodynamics cycle.
The evolution of the gas turbine has needed important efforts in research, and
gas turbine builders have always been fully conservative in accepting proposals
involving major changes of the system. Thus, the advancements were primarily made in
the compressor and making turbine streamlined, combustion efficiency and cut down of
pollutant emissions, high temperature materials and nozzles along with blades cooling.
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The bulk of the technologies have come to a very thorough level of design and
work, awaited advancements are slow, and only unexpected break throughs will be able
to pass from today’s development paths. These trends are established to gas turbine
scientists and manufacturers.
Viewing the thermodynamics cycles, there has been a serious fascination in the
last two decades for wet cycles employing air and water, or a mixture of them as
working fluids. This was primarily credit to outstanding improvements in the abilities in
terms of efficiency and specific power.
Combined cycles of the last creation with steam cooling of the nozzles have
portrayed an important transformation that still needs development and may produce
further advancements in the performance.
The true revolution for the future may come from the incorporation of gas
turbines and high temperature fuel cells in the alleged hybrid cycles. Although, the main
problem to be worked out in this technology are on the fuel cell side. The anticipated
efficiencies for that kind of plant may reach 70 percent, which is currently a future goal
for combined cycles and with the extra advantage of being able to reach such
performance levels even for small power plants[3].
A thesis titled JET FUEL THERMAL STABILITY has an article titled APPLIED
RESEARCH AND TEST SIMULATORTS talks about approaches used for fuel system
simulator studies of jet fuel stability. One method it talked about involves parametric
studies in a general design type of simulator whose objective would be to provide
parametric design data under near real-world conditions. This data collected would be
used to project fuel consumption in a diversification of aircraft systems. In this same
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article it talked about a second approach would involve systematic studies in a complex
simulator constructed to reflect the specific conditions in a single, given aircraft system.
The reasoning for this is to bridge the gap between small scale laboratory test device
results and performance in actual fuel systems using the parametric simulator studies.
They will also provide a predictive design variable data base for aircraft fuel system
designers analogous to those routinely developed in the chemical and petroleum
industry via pilot plant process variables studies whose results are used to establish
commercial production unit process designs. Traditional, specifically designed
simulators would be used to demonstrate individual aircraft fuel system designs and to
study specific flight parameters in more detail where needed. This thesis also looks at
the engine system trends and requirements. Their study has concluded that thermal
stability is a problem today and trends in engine design are potentially toward a more
severe environment for fuel. Thus, they emphasized the importance of having fuels
available in the future with good thermal oxidative stability. That is important to my
research because of the residue or deposit left on the turbine blades. The rest of this
article is found in table 4. It says, “In view of the concern over fuel thermal stability
problems and in the national interest as well, NASA should determine the realistically
practical limits of aircraft emission control with full consideration of all fuel property and
cost objectives, energy conservation, engine durability, consumer costs for
transportation and inflationary pressure.”
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CHAPTER 4
THE PROPOSED METHODOLGY

There will be two motors of equal size, but not of equal horsepower or torque
output. One of the motors will be the gas turbine that is connect to an electric generator
and the other motor will be a diesel engine connected also to an electric generator. The
next step is to run both motors while recording the horsepower generated, torque
output, brake horsepower, traction horsepower, maximum speed, continuous tractive
effort, starting tractive effort, dynamic braking effort, weight, length, fuel burnt per hour,
number of axles that are powered. The experiment will also record the bore and stroke,
RPM (Maximum/Minimum), main generator used and engine temperatures. These
recording will be of the diesel-electric motor setup. The gas-turbine electric motor will be
somewhat different since it will not have a bore and stroke, but much of the same data
will be recorded. The gas turbine will have the turbine motor that is connected by way of
drive shaft to a generator. In front of the turbine motor is the air intake that draws air in
from the roof and at the end of this motor is the exhaust that is sent to the rear of the
locomotive through a large duct. It also will have a fuel heating and filtering, coolant
water tank, starting fuel pump, control cabinet, traction motors and traction generator.
The results would be that the turbine has more horsepower for the same space and
weight of the diesel motor. However, the turbine would burn a lot of fuel and if the
turbine was just sitting still, there would be fuel burned at high rates while the diesel can
idle down with burning little fuel amounts.
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Chapter 4.1
Data Collected
After the recorded parameters of the models have been collected and notes have
been compared of the positives along with the negatives, changes will be made to
improve the gas turbine. Those changes will include changing the type of materials the
blades are made of, the design of the blades so they are 3D printed to include channel
made with in the blades to extract some of the gases. Other changes will also include
looking at ways to shut down the gas turbine motor faster, start it up faster, adding an
exhaust silencer and harvesting the exhaust gases to be reused to help in improving the
efficiency of this motor.
Chapter 4.2
Data Analyzing
The project will also include looking at the software needed to preform
calculations. One of the software used to do calculations will be the Microsoft Excel
Spread Sheet. These calculations will be used to check for correct horsepower ratings,
traction effort, torque output and so on.
Once the improvements have been made to the new gas turbine, test will be run again.
Data will be collected to recorded all of the parameters and check to see how much the
gas turbine motor has improved in various situations. These situations will include shut
downs, startups and idling. The project will also be looking to see how the locomotive
preforms running while pulling freight at various speeds.
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Figure 7. Application of the DJFC to a cooled GT blade (schematic drawing) [8]
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CHAPTER 5
ACTUAL EXPERIMENT
I used a computer simulator design for aircrafts, file description Aircraft Engine
Design System Analysis, type is application, file version is 6.0.0.4, the product name is
AEDsys Aircraft Engine Design System and the product version 6.00.0004. The
copyright is 2019 by jackdmattingly@gmail.com, the size is 3.30 MB and date modified
4/22/2020 10:19 p.m. The information needed to down load the software can be found
in a textbook titled Aircraft Engine Design, Third Edition by Jack D. Mattingly, William H.
Heiser, David T. Pratt, Keith M. Boyer and Brenda A. Haven and was Published
Online:2 Aug 2018https://doi.org/10.2514/4.105173. The computer program AEDsys is
founded on the creation tools in Chapters 2 through 7 of the AIAA Education Series.
The reader can either use the book to get the software or go to Aerospace Research
Central Website and click on link to down load a zip file. This file will contain AEDsys
main, AFprop and other piece of the software that are needed to run the simulator.
These piece plug into the AEDsys main that operate various sections of the Aircraft
Engine. The simulator come preloaded with information, meaning data needed to
generate results for the horsepower, Total Temperature Lvg Combustor (Tt4), thermal
efficiency and so on. This is all preset numbers and setting base on the type of aircraft
you select. It is referred to as reference data or numbers for the different parts of the
gas turbine engines.
That data or reference data is used to run the simulator to generate the outputs.
When you open up the AEDsys main, it is titled links to others programs, those
programs are Inlet, EQL, Compressor, Combustion, Turbine, Main Burner, Nozzle, and
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Afterburner. There is also another set of programs titled Atmosphere, Calculator, Gas
Tables, AFprop, and Paint. When you go to open up any one of those given programs
being say Turbine, the inputs for the Turbine are preloaded with numbers to the
variables. Once the user or users select calculate, it will generate an output with the
given inputs.
To help with generating the output and the different link to other programs is a
PDF file on how to operate the simulator and other parts of the simulator. The computer
program was generated to make it easier for engineers and student to do tasks or
functions with lot of calculations over and over along detailed studies essential in aircraft
engine conceptual design[9]. The software instructions have fourteen (14) constraint
types, eight (8) contour plots, thirteen (16) mission types, seven (7) aircraft drag
models, seven (7) engine thrust models, and seven (7) engine fuel consumption (TSFC)
models. This software instructions can perform the following analyses:
a. Constraint analysis.
b. Contours of aircraft/engine performance.
c. Mission analysis.
d. Engine performance analysis.
Data windows with input data fields or windows with information store in them show the
user being engineer or student what input data is needed to perform each set of
calculations[9].
Plotting or the sequence of event of results is formed into each analysis using the
Olectra Chart 6.0 software package[9]. Plots or plan of actions can be individual built or
design to individual specifications and printed. Screens can be saved/printed by first
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pressing the Alt and PrtSc buttons at the same time (this captures a bit map of the
current window onto the clip board); start the Paint program and paste the image from
the clip board onto the blank screen; and then save/print the image, this information all
comes from a PDF files titled AEDsys Program User Guide[9]. Using this information
can help an engineer or student to design any type within the selection provide of an
aircraft. Each data window or windows is preloaded with information of the specs of
various aircrafts base upon user or users’ selections. You can change them to satisfy
you desire within the constraint limits.
I used this software program for the turbine engine. The goal was to achieve a
better motor or engine because I am not using this motor or engine for flight, but rather
it would be used to run a railroad locomotive. Most of the aircraft design converts the
fuel to thrust power where my motor will convert it to a shaft to turn wheels on a railroad
locomotive. This is why I am only interest in using this simulator for the turbine motor
part and not the flight path and so on of flying. Now that I have explain the use for this
simulator and my goals in using it, I moved into running the simulator and seeing the
results. The numbers for the trial run come preset. The data or information has already
been downloaded into the various windows by the people that create the software. In
the original trial run, the total temperature was 3200 degrees of Rankine (2740.33°F) for
the reference and when tested the total temperature was 3047 degrees of Rankine
(2587.33°F). The reference horse power was 9346, but when tested the result was 7677
horse power along with the reference thermal efficiency was 12.91% and the test
resulted in 13.09% thermal efficiency.
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Table 4. Turbine Engine Results, Trial Run 1

The numbers for the various variables are preset by the software in the picture above.
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The reference data in the picture above are preloaded by the software which is provided
by the creator of the software. The reference data is used for the input of the different
variables and the test is the results base on known information on various type of
aircraft and users’ selections of various aircrafts. As the reader can see from the results,
the thermal efficiency is higher than the reference data. The efficiency is unacceptable
for the amount of heat being generated. The efficiency is unacceptable because to
compete with other type of engines, or at least railroad locomotives, it needs to be
higher. Now moving onto some other big differences between the reference and the test
was the fuel flow rate and specific power. The trial run was using Cargo/Passenger
Turboprop low drag that is selected from the Aircraft Drag Model. To get the results, I
open the Engine Model and selected Engine Cycle Deck (Chapter 4-7), once you do
that, out popped another window that has all the Engine Reference Data. Within that
window is various boxes, tabs and selections that can be selected. One of the tabs is
titled Reference Engine Design which has a box labeled Design Limits: Total
Temperature Lvg Combustor (Tt4) along with a few other boxes labeled Design
Variables: Compressor Pressure Ratio (Pt3/Pt2) and Turbine Overall Temperature Ratio
(Tt5/Tt4). At the top of the Reference Engine Design is various heading and one is titled
Engine Cycle. From that heading, I opened it and selected Turboshaft. In able to make
the change permanent, you must check the box titled Change Design and Data. This in
turn will change the display of the Reference Engine Design along with the variables
being displayed to reflex the type of parts or variables for a turboshaft. The second tab
of the Reference Engine Design was Fuel/Gas Prop, Comp. Efficiencies which in the
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first trial run has low efficiencies setting. This is also the reasoning for the low thermal
efficiencies results.
With this knowledge learned from the first trial run, I made changes to the Total
Temperature Lvg Combustor (Tt4) and the Turbine Overall Temperature Ratio (Tt5/Tt4)
along with making changings in the second tab of the Reference Engine Design being
the efficiencies settings. These changes were made to represent better insulating
materials and better design of the fins or blades used in the compressor along with the
turbine. The Total Temperature Lvg Combustor (Tt4) was change to 2560 degrees of
Rankine (2100.33°F) for the reference resulting in the test showing 2438.20 degrees of
Rankine (1978.53°F). The reference horse power for the new changes was 12802 and
the results for the test was 9787 horse power. The changes of the efficiencies settings
not only resulted in better horse power, but better thermal efficiency percent. That
thermal efficiency percent for the reference was 29.03 percent and the test resulted in
27.34 percent. The reference numbers are numbers I chose to use in the Total
Temperature Lvg Combustor (Tt4) by observing the output from the first trial run and
seeing that the Fuel/Gas Prop, Comp. Efficiencies setting were low. I changed them to
the highest efficiencies that were allowed. To adjust the setting, the user must click on
the Level of Technology button and then out pops a window with different section of the
turbine engine and efficiency settings. It looks like this provide in a picture below.
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Table 5. Turbine Efficiency Setting

The reference data and test results for trial run 2 have been provided below for the
reader to see the horse power, Total Temperature at 4 and Thermal Efficiencies along
with other data inputs/outputs of the turbine engine.
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Table 6. Turbine Engine Results, Trial Run 2

The reference data and test data of the new changes is definitely better than the first
trial run. However, I still feel that the efficiency is still low and need more improvements.
For a railroad locomotive, it would need to be around 85 percent to compete with
current engine designs that power the locomotives which pull or push railcars.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
In the first trial run, the results for the tested horse power was 7,677 hp with the
reference horse power being 9346 hp. The total temperature at 4 which is the burner
exit, nozzle vanes entry, modeled coolant mixer 1 entry and high-pressure turbine entry
for 𝜋𝑡𝐻 definition according to the reference station of Figure 8,

Figure 8. Bleed & turbine cooling airflows diagram, key [9]
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is 3,200 degrees of Rankine (2740.33°F) for the reference input, but when tested is
3047 degrees of Rankine (2587.33°F) and the reference thermal efficiency is 12.91
percent, but when tested, it is 13.09 percent. For a railroad locomotive, this motor or
engine would not even be considered. The horse power is high enough, but lacks the
efficiency. The information on different types of fuels and mixtures was described in
detail for a few reasons. The first reason is the types of fuels play a great role in how
long the blades of a compressor and turbine last. The second reason is that different
fuels have different amount of BTU when burned. These play a major role in the running
quality of the turbine motor and the efficiency of the engine. Compared to the fuels used
nearly 60 years ago, the newer fuels burn better with more BTUs and do less damage
to the wear on the moving part of the turbine engine. This is important because I change
the efficiency sets in the second trial run to represent better fuels, materials used in
building the turbine motor and with better insulations materials that will either hold in or
seal off losses of heat. In the second trial run, the simulator for total temperature at 4
was set to 2560 degrees of Rankine (2100.33°F) for the reference which yielded
2438.20 degrees of Rankine (1978.53°F) for the test. The temperature is lower to
represent better insulation and better materials which cut down on the lost of heat. The
power generated for the reference is 12,802 hp and the test resulted in 9787 hp. This
would be far more than any single engine generates of today. Even the thermal
efficiency for the reference is better being 29.03 percent which resulted in 27.34 percent
when tested. This is better, but it would need to come up to around 85 percent to
compete with the current diesel-electric locomotives running the rails of today. More
testing would need to be done along with more studying to understand the principles to
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generate a gas turbine with better efficiency. To understand this better as far as the
principles of a gas turbine engines, let look at the past gas turbine engines compared
with the new aircraft gas turbine engines. The railroad locomotives have gas turbine
engines that use a 16-stage compressor with a two-stage turbine and it run on Bunker C
fuel or diesel fuel. Airline companies have a gas turbine engine that use a 14-stage
compressor with a 3-stage turbine or more which run on jet fuel. The GTEL 8500 which
is the railroad locomotive being describe above which stand for gas-turbine electric
locomotive of 8,500 horsepower. This locomotive used a cheap fuel at the time that
would become very expensive and blades that didn’t have the nickel base superalloy
coating on them much less the new designs of blades. These blades being used in the
aircraft gas turbine engine are better because the new design allowed for better cooling,
were lightweight along with better way to dissipate moisture. By dissipating the
moisture, they are more resistant to corrosion. Another problem with the railroad
locomotive gas turbine engines is that the railroads sometimes used diesel fuel to fire
them and this cause corrosion of the blades. That would result in failure of the engine
running and required maintenance. The aircraft gas turbine engine used a jet fuel which
has been refined to use in gas turbine engines and doesn’t eat away the blades like the
diesel fuel does. If you took the aircraft gas turbine engine that is made of better metals,
better design blades using the nickel base coating along moisture control and light
weight while burning jet fuel, your performance would improve big time.
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APPENDIX D
PERMISSION
FIGURE 1. AIR FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE 4,500-HORSEPOWER GAS TURBINE
HORSEPOWER GAS TURBINE ENGINE OUT OF A LOCOMOTIVE. EXHAUST
GASES EXPELLED THROUGH THE ROOF APERTURE AT VELOCITY OF 150
M.P.H., 850° F WITH VOLUME OF 150,000 CUBIC FEET
FIGURE 2. CUTAWAY SIDE VIEW OF THE 4,500-HORSEPOWER GAS TURBINE
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE SHOWS THE LAYOUT OF THE INTERIOR EQUIPMENT
WHILE SHOWING THE EXTERIOR LAYOUT OF 7,200-GALLON FUEL FORMED
STRUCTURAL BASE, CARBODY RESTED ON TWO SPAN BOLTERS CONTAINING
TWO FOUR-WHEEL POWERED TRUCKS
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FIGURE 6. GAS TURBINE PROCESS FOR ENTROPY DIAGRAM
FIGURE 7. APPLICATION OF THE DJFC TO A COOLED GT BLADE (SCHEMATIC
DRAWING)

FIGURE 8. BLEED & TURBINE COOLING AIRFLOWS DIAGRAMS, KEY
On Sat, Jun 20, 2020 at 12:00 PM, jmattingly practicalaero. com
<jmattingly@practicalaero.com> wrote:
Ben
You have my permission to use information from this user guide.
Jack Mattingly
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FIGURE 5. CONSTANT-VOLUME OXYGEN BOMB CALORIMETRY DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 4. GAS TURBINE DIAGRAM AND POWER SYSTEM
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FIGURE 3. CALCULATED CETANE INDEX
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